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Abstract 
Two infinite words x and y are said to be subword equivulenr if they have the same set 
of finite subwords (factors). The subword equivalence problem is the question whether two 
infinite words are subword equivalent. We show that, under mild hypotheses, the decidability 
of the subword equivalence problem implies the decidability of the to-sequence equivalence 
problem, a problem which has been shown to bc decidable by Culik and Harju for morphic words 
(i.e. words generated by iterating a morphism). Yet, we do use the decidabihty of the ccl-sequence 
equivalence problem to prove our result. 
We prove that the subword equivalence problem is decidable for- two morphic words, pro- 
vided the morphisms are primitive and have bounded delays. We also prove that the sub- 
word equivalence problem is decidable for any pair of morphic words in the case of a binary 
alphabet. 
Our results hold in fact for a stronger version, namely for the subword inclusion problem. 
1. Introduction 
The problem we consider here is the subword equivalence problem, that is to say: 
given two infinite words, is it decidable whether their finite factors are the same? 
This problem is of interest in several contexts. First, it is well-known that two infinite 
words generate the same discrete dynamical system if and only if they have the same 
set of subwords (see e.g. [lo]). 
Next, it is easy to show that, under mild hypotheses, the decidability of the sub- 
word equivalence problem implies the decidability of the equality. This latter problem 
remained open for a long time in the case of DOL-systems and has been solved by 
Culik and Harju [4]. 
In this paper, we consider the problem for morphic words, that is words obtained 
by iterating a morphism and we solve it in particular cases. 
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We show that the subword equivalence problem is decidable for two morphic words 
generated by primitive morphisms with bounded delay (Theorem 19 (bis)). As a matter 
of fact, the proof is by reducing the problem to the o-sequence equivalence problem 
and to apply the theorem of Culik and Harju. It appears that the decidability holds 
even for the subword inclusion problem. 
More generally, we show that the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y) is decidable for two 
morphic words x and y generated by morphisms with bounded delay, if the morphism 
which generates x is primitive, if the one which generates y is everywhere growing 
and if x is not ultimately periodic (Theorem 19). 
In the case of a binary alphabet, both conditions on the morphisms can be overcome 
(Theorem 3 1) by using methods which are standard in the theory of DOL-systems 
(see e.g. [5]). Consequently, the subword equivalence problem and the subword inclu- 
sion problem are decidable for two binary morphic words. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the main notations 
and definitions and we recall a few previous results. In Section 3, we prove a ‘tiling’ 
lemma and two results upon morphisms with bounded delay. Section 4 is devoted to 
the demonstration of theorem which deals with the general case. Finally, in Section 5, 
we consider the binary case. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let A be a finite alphabet. The set of finite words is denoted by A* and the set of 
infinite words by A”. Let f be an endomorphism on A*. If there exists a letter a E A 
such that f(a) E aA* and lim,,, If”(a)1 = cc th en we can define the infinite word 
x = f”(a) as the unique infinite word which has f”(a) as its prefix for any integer n. 
Then x is said to be generated by iterating f and f is said to be a generator of x. 
We say that an infinite word is morphic when it is generated by iterating a morphism 
(see PII. 
A morphism f on A* is said to be nonerasing if 
‘da E A, If (a)[ L 1 
In the following, we shall consider only nonerasing morphisms. 
Given two words u and v, we write u d v to denote that u is a prefix of v. Given 
r E N, we denote Pref,(u) the prefix of u of length r if Iu/ > r; otherwise U. Likewise, 
we denote SUIT,.(U) the suffix of u of length r, if 1~1 > , r; otherwise U. Given two words 
u and v on A, we say that u and v are comparable, denoted by uo v, if u < v or 
v d u. 
Let x = aoal . . a, . . . be an infinite word over A. For integers i < j, we define 
X[i, j) = aiaj+l . . . aj_1 and x[i, j] = aiai+l . . .aj. The set of all the finite factors (sub- 
words) of x is denoted by Fact(x). 
Fact(x) = {x[i, j) I 0 < i G j) 
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Lastly, we denote Alph(x) the set of all the letters which have an occurrence in x. 
We denote (T the shift operator on A* U AU, defined as follows: if u is a word over A, 
then C(U) is the unique word such that u = Prefi(u)a(u). 
An endomorphism f on A* has bounded delay p > 1 from left to right if 
Val,. ..,aP,bl ,..., b,,EA, f(al...a,,)d f(bl...b,)+al =bl. 
It is clear that this condition is equivalent to 
Val,..., ar,bl,..., bP E A, f(al . ..ar)o.f(bl . ..br) + al = 1~1. 
The endomorphism f is said to be prejix if it has bounded delay 1, i.e. if 
Va,b E A, (f(a) < f(b)) * (a = 6). 
The endomorphism f is said to be primitive if there exists an integer n such that 
Va, b E A, a E Fact(f”(b)). 
The endomorphism f is said to be everywhere growing if 
VaEA, If(a)1 3 2. 
An infinite word x is said to be recurrent if any factor of this word has an infinite 
number of occurrences in X. An infinite word x has bounded gaps if for any factor u 
of X, there exists an integer d such that, for any integer i, the word u has an occurrence 
in x[i, i+d). It is obvious that, in particular, a word which has bounded gaps is recurrent 
too. Moreover, a morphic word generated by a primitive morphism has bounded gaps. 
An infinite word is said to be strongly repetitive if there exists a non-null word u 
such that, for any integer n, the word u” is a factor of x (cf. [6]), in this case u is 
said to be a near-period of X. 
The following property is classical. 
Property 1. An injinite word x is ultimately periodic tf and only tf there exists an 
integer n such that there is at most n factors of x of length n. 
We also recall this elementary property of which we give a proof in view of reader’s 
convenience. 
Property 2. A non-periodic injnite word with bounded gaps is not strongly repetitive. 
In particular, a non-periodic morphic word generated by a primitive morphism is not 
strongly repetitive. 
Proof. We have only to prove the first claim. Let x be a word with bounded gaps 
which is also strongly repetitive. We are going to show that it is periodic by use of 
Property 1. Let u be a near-period of x and n be its length. Let u be a factor of 
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length n of X. Since x has bounded gaps, there exists an integer d such that for any 
integer m, we have v E Fact(x[m, m + d)). Furthermore, there exists an integer k such 
that lz.8 =kn > d and there exists an integer mo such that x[mo,mo + kn) = ~8. Now, 
v is a factor of x[mo,mo + kn) = z.?, so v is conjugate of u, i.e. there exists an 
integer e such that v = Sufff(u) Pref,_/(u). There is at most n distinct conjugates 
of u. Then, the word x has at most n factors of length n, so it is ultimately periodic 
(cf. Property 1) and thereby periodic because it has bounded gaps. 0 
Now let us consider the following. 
Problem 3. Given two injinite words x and y, the subword equivalence problem is 
to decide whether they have the same sets of jinite factors, i.e., whether Fact(x) = 
Fact(y). The subword inclusion problem is to decide if we have Fact(x) 2 Fact(y). 
Example 4. If the word x is recurrent, then for any suffix y of x, the equality 
Fact(x) = Fact(y) holds. 
Example 5. Let A be the alphabet {a, b, c}. Let f and g be the endomorphisms on A* 
defined by 
a H aaba a H abaa 
j-:6 H ac and g : b - ca 
c I-+ abc c H bca. 
Let x = fm(a) and y = g”(a). Then, on one hand, g(x) = a-ix and f(y) = ay. 
On the other hand, every factor of x has an infinite number of occurrences in x. 
Therefore, we can deduce that x and y have the same factors. (A proof of a similar 
case is given in Lemma 29.) 
Example 6. Let f be a primitive morphism. If there exist two distinct letters a and b 
such that f(a) E aA+ and f(b) f bA+, then the words x= fw(a) and y=f’u(b) have 
the same factors. 
For example, let A be the binary alphabet (0, 1). Let f be the endomorphism on A* 
delined by 
f: 
0 H 01 
1 H 10. 
This morphism generates two infinite words (called Thue-Morse words) 
t= f”(o)=olloloolloolollo~~ 
and 
t’ = f”(1) = 1001011001101001’~‘. 
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None of the words t and t’ is suffix of the other; they even have no common prefix. 
However, it can easily be seen that they are subword equivalent. 
For morphic words, the subword equivalence problem is a generalization of the 
equality problem. 
Given an infinite word x and a letter S, let r(S,x) be the infinite word obtained by 
replacing the first letter of x by S. With these notations, we have the following easy 
proposition. 
Proposition 7. Let _Y be a family of injnite w-ords that are obtained by a given 
process. Let us suppose that the following three conditions are satisjied 
1. If x E _9 and S 4 alph(x), then z(S, x) E Y; 
2. The mapping (S,X) H z(S,x) is effective. 
3. The mapping x H Prefr(x) is efJctive. 
If the subword equivalence problem is decidable ,for 9 then the equality problem is 
decidable for 9. 
Remark 8. The process may be, for example, a Turing machine, a tag system (cf. [2]) 
or as in this paper a morphism. 
The second condition in the proposition means that from the process defining x, we 
can effectively deduce the process defining y = r(S, x). 
Proof. Let x and y be two infinite words over an alphabet A and S be a letter which 
does not belong to A. We notice that 
(r(S, x) = r(S, y)) @ (Fact(r(S, x)) = Fact(r(S, y))). 
Indeed, owing to the condition imposed upon S, the set of all prefixes of the word 
z(S,x) is Fact(r(S, x))nSA*. Since, moreover, two infinite words are equal if and only 
if they have the same prefixes, we obtain the above-mentioned equivalence. Now, it is 
not difficult to see that 
(x = y) ti (Prefr(x) = Prefr(y) and r(S,x) = z(S,y)) 
H (Prefr(x) = Prefr(y) and Fact(r(S,x)) = Fact(z(S,y))). 0 
Example 9. The family of morphic words satisfies the above conditions. Indeed, let x 
be a morphic word generated by an endomorphism .f on A*. Let a be a letter such 
that x = f”(a) and u be a word such that f(a) = au. Then, 
x = f”‘(a) = a . u . ,f(u) f*(u). . 
Let S be a letter which does not belong to A. We define the endomorphism cp on 
A u {SI by 
V(S) = S% cp(x) = f(x) (x E A). 
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Then 
cpys) = s u f(u) f*(U) 
= z(S,x). 0 
Now let us recall two decidability results which we shall need later. The first one, 
due to &ik and Harju, is about the equality of words. 
Theorem 10 (Culik and Harju [4]). Let x and y be two morphic words over A*. Then 
the equality x = Y is decidable. 
The second one, proved independently by, on the one hand, Harju and Linna and, 
on the other hand, Pansiot, is about the periodicity. 
Theorem 11 (Harju and Linna [7], and Pansiot [9]). Let z be a morphic word. We 
can decide whether z is ultimately periodic, and tf so, we can effectively compute a 
preperiod and a period of z, i.e. words u and v such that z = UP. 
3. Preliminary results 
In the following, we 
Proposition 12. Let A 
shall need a sort of ‘tiling’ lemma. 
and B be two alphabets and x E B”, Y E AU. Let g be a 
nonerasing morphism A* -+B*. Zf Fact(x) C Fact(g(y)), then there exists z E A” such 
that x is a sufJix of g(z) and Fact(z) C Fact(y). 
We also have Fact(x) C Fact@(z)) 2 Fact(g(y)). 
Proof. For any letter a of A and for any word u of B* such that u is a suffix of g(u), 
we define the set .c%,,~ made up of all the words v such that au is a factor of y and 
such that ug(v) is a prefix of x: 
gU+ = {v E A* 1 au E Fact(y) and ug(v) d x}, 
~~~~~~~ 
Y 
The gu,a re prefix-closed sets, i.e. Vu E gU+, VW d v, w E S&. 
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The union of the S3U,a is infinite. Indeed, since Fact(x) C Fact(g(y)), for any suffi- 
ciently long prefix w of x (of length > 2 rnaxaeA g(u)), there exist two letters a, h in A, 
a word 2: in A* and two integers r and s such that w = Suff&(a)) g(t’) Pref,(g(b)) 
and uvb E Fact(y). Then v E ~su~,(qCajj,a. It is not difficult to see that there exists an 
infinite number of such z’. Therefore, U%?‘,,. is infinite. 
Moreover, there is a finite number of .%,,. Therefore there exist uo and a0 such 
that W,,, NO is infinite. Let r be an integer such that uo = o’(g(ao)). Since .9~?,~,,,~,,, is 
prefix-closed, there exists an infinite word t E A”’ such that for any prefix 2’ of t, 
l? E %&,&. Then uog(v) < X; hence, uog(t) < x, which is equivalent to u&t) = X. 
Now, let z = nt. Then on the one hand, o’(y(z)) = X, so x is a suffix of y(z), and on 
the other, for any prefix u of z, the word u is a factor of y. Thus Fact(z) 2 Fact(y). 
0 
Moreover, we need also two technical results about morphisms with bounded delay. 
Proposition 13. Let f be un everywhere growing endomorphism. r f has bounded 
deluy p then ,for uny integer n, the morphism f" has bounded dela,v 2p - 1. 
If p = 1, i.e. if f is prefix, we do not need to suppose that f‘ is everywhere growing. 
Before giving the proof, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 14. Let f, : B* + C* and f2 : A* +B* be two morphisms. [f f, has bounded 
delay ~1 = 2p + 1, p E N and if f 2 is everywhere growing and has bounded delq, 
712, then the morphism fi o f2 has bounded deluy p + 772. 
In the general case, i.e. if the morphism f2 is not everywhere growing, we know 
that fi o fz has bounded delay 7r1 + 7~2 - 1. We draw inspiration from the proof of this 
result given in [ 11, Lemma 4.8, p. 671. 
Proof. Let al,. . ,u,,+~?, bl,. . , b,,+n2 E A*. Let us assume that 
.f; 0 fi(fll ap+nz > * fl 0 f2(h . b,j+w 1. (1) 
We want to show that in this case aI = bl. To this end, let u = ,f;(al . . a,,), 
0 = fi(%,+ I . ap+q >, u’ = .fi(bl bnz) and v’ = f2(brr2+l 1. bl,+,l). Then, Eq. (1) 
can be written 
.fi(u~)+,fi(u’v’). 
Since f2 is everywhere growing, Iv1 3 2p = x1 - 1 and Iv’/ 3 2p = 71, - 1. As a 
result, the fact that fi has bounded delay 711 implies that u ou’. That is to say 
and since f2 has bounded delay 112, we have al = bl. 0 
Proof of Proposition 13. We show the claim by induction on n. When n = 1, it is 
obvious by noticing that p ,( 2p - 1. Next, if we assume that f” has bounded delay 
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2p - 1, we have only to apply the previous lemma with _f, = f”, f2 = f, p = p - 1 
and 7~2 = p to deduce that f '+' has bounded delay p + (p - 1) = 2p - 1. 0 
We need to construct the following morphisms. 
Definition 15. For all integers m, we define the alphabet 
B, = { [;;;;:::;;I cArn xA” IV&l didm,ai,biEA,al #bl 
Given two words u,v E A* and an integer m, we define the word uJ,,,v as follows: if 
there exist words w, S, t E A* and letters al a bl,..., ,...> m, b,,al # bl such that 
u = wal . . . a,s, v = wb, . . . b,t, 
then 
otherwise uJ,v = 1. 
Let f be an everywhere growing endomorphism over A* which has bounded delay p. 
Let q = 4p - 3. We define the endomorphism cp = T,(f) over (A U B4)* by 
da> = f (a> (a E A), 
x 
cp !I = Y f (XYqf (Y) 
The endomorphism cp has the following interesting property. 
Proposition 16. For any integer n and any letter 5 EB,, we have [I 
vn X [I Y = f”(XYqf”(Y). 
i. e. 
Tq(f “) = V&f 1)“. 
Remark 17. Again, if f is prefix, we do not need to assume that f is everywhere 
growing. This remark will be useful when we shall study the case of the binary 
alphabet. 
Proof. To begin with, let us notice that for any integer n # 0, the fact that f” is 
everywhere growing and has bounded delay 2p - 1 makes sure that for any letter r 7 
f Yala2 . . .aq)lqfn(hb2...bq) # 1. 
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Indeed, fn has bounded delay 2p - 1, so there exist words u, U, c’ such that 
fya,a*.. uQ-,)= UC', fn(b,b2...b2p_,) = UU’, 
and Prefr(t?) # Prefr(v’). 
Moreover, let w = fn(uzp . . a,), and IV’ = fn(bIP by). Since f is everywhere 
growing, we have Iw/ > 2(2p - 2) = 4p - 4 and Iw’I > 4p - 4. So, 
,f”(u,a*...uq)=uvw, f”(b,b*. by) = UU’W’. 
with IcI+~I 3 4p - 3 = q, III’w’I 3 q and Preft(vw,) # Preft(v’w’), which implies that 
.f”ta1az.-.a,~)/~.fn(blb2..-b~) # 1. 
We prove the stated property by induction on n: For n = 0, it is obvious. For n = 1, 
it is also true by definition of cp. Now, let us assume that the property is true at step n. 
Let [i] E B,. Since ,f” has bounded delay 2p - 1, there exist p, s, t E A*, [ ;] E B, such 
that 
f”(Q) = PCS, f”(b) = pdt 
(cf. the above-mentioned remark). By induction 
(2) 
Moreover, there exist p’,s’,t’cA*, 
,f(c) = p'c's', f(d) = p’d’t’, 
(3) 
(4) 
and, so by construction of cp 
But 
f"+'(a)= f(p)p'c's'f(s) 
by (2) and (4) 
f‘“+‘(b) = .f(p)p’d’t’f(t) 
and 
s’f(s) by (3) and (5). 
So, the property is also true at step IZ + 1. 0 
This result can be illustrated by Fig. 1. 
Example 18. For the morphism of bounded delay 2 (here q = 5) 
f: 
a H ab 
b H ubu, 
(5) 
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Fig. l.herep=i i.e.fisprefix,q=I 
we have 
f (aabba) = aba . babaa . baab, 
f(bbaba)=aba.abaab.abaab. 
Moreover, 
f2(aabba)=ababaababa.ababa.abababaabababa, 
f 2(bbaba) = ababaababa . baaba . babaababaabababa, 
and, indeed we obtain 
ababa 
= baaba [ I abababaabababa 
= f 2(aabba)/q f 2(bbaba). 
4. Main result 
The main result is the following theorem (Theorem 19) of which we also give 
a few variants. 
Theorem 19. Let x and y be two morphic words generated by morphisms with 
bounded delay such that the morphism which generates x is primitive and the one 
which generates y is everywhere growing. If x is not ultimately periodic, then the 
inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y) is decidable. 
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Remark 20. Presently, we are not able to prove that the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y) is 
decidable if the word x is ultimately periodic. However, it seems reasonable to think 
it is the case. 
Theorem 19 (bis). Let x and y be two morphic words generated by primitive mor- 
phisms with bounded delay. Then the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y) is decidable. 
Theorem 19 (ter). Let x and y be two morphic words generated by morphisms with 
bounded delay such that the morphism which generates x is primitive and the one 
which generates y is everywhere growing. Then the equality Fact(x) = Fact(y) is 
decidable. 
We shall first show how these variants follow from Theorem 19. Next, we shall 
prove Theorem 19. 
Proof of Theorem 19 (bis). We use the following algorithm of decidability. 
Algorithm 1. At first, we test whether x is ultimately periodic, which is possible in 
view of Theorem 11 
(i) If x is ultimately periodic, we test whether y is ultimately periodic; 
(a) if y is not ultimately periodic, then we cannot have Fact(x) C Fact(y). Indeed, 
the morphism which generates y is primitive and so y cannot be strongly 
repetitive (see Property 2); 
(b) otherwise, if y is ultimately periodic: we can compute the periods and the 
preperiods of x and y by means of Theorem 11. Then we can easily decide 
whether Fact(x) C Fact(y); 
(ii) if neither x nor y is ultimately periodic, we apply Theorem 19 in order to decide 
whether Fact(x) C Fact(y). q 
Proof of Theorem 19 (ter). Let f be a primitive morphism with bounded delay which 
generates x and g be an everywhere growing morphism with bounded delay which 
generates y. To begin with, let us notice that 
(i) If Fact(x) = Fact(y), then the fact that ,f is primitive and y is everywhere 
growing implies that y is primitive. 
(ii) If Fact(x) = Fact(y) and if x is ultimately periodic, then y too is ultimately 
periodic. 
Therefore, the following algorithm is used. 
Algorithm 2. At first, we test whether x is ultimately periodic, which is possible in 
view of Theorem 11. 
(i) If x is ultimately periodic, we test whether y is ultimately periodic; 
(a) if y is not ultimately periodic, then we cannot have Fact(x) = Fact(y) 
(cf. Remark ii). 
242 
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otherwise, if y is ultimately periodic, we can compute the periods and the 
preperiods of x and y by means of Theorem 11. Then we can easily decide 
whether Fact(x) = Fact(y); 
if neither x nor y is ultimately periodic, we can decide whether Fact(x) C Fact(y) 
(Theorem 19). Futhermore, by Remark i, g is actually primitive and since f is 
primitive a power of it is everywhere growing, we can suppose that f is every 
growing. So we can also decide whether Fact(y) C Fact(x) by Theorem 19. 
In fact, since the set V of Theorem 19 is symmetric, we have to apply the 
algorithm one time only. The primitiveness of f and g makes sure that in case 
of positive answer Fact(x) = Fact(y). 
Now, let us give the proof of the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 19. We are going to show that we can construct a finite set %Y of 
couples of morphic words such that we have the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y) if and 
only if there exists a couple (x’, y’) in Q? such that X’ = y’. In order to decide the 
inclusion Fact(x) 2 Fact(y), we shall only have to test the equality X’ = y’ for all 
couples (x’, y') of g, by means of Theorem 10. 
Let f be a primitive morphism with bounded delay which generates x and g be 
an everywhere growing morphism with bounded delay which generates y. Since f is 
primitive, there exists an integer n such that f” is everywhere growing. Consequently, 
in the following, we shall assume that f is everywhere growing. Let p be such that 
f and g have bounded delay p. Let us denote q = 4p - 3, q = T,(f) and $ = T,(g). 
To begin with, let us construct the set %?: Whenever there exist letters [t] E B,, 
M E A, words s,s’ E A* and an integer p such that the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
pea E Fact(x), 
p is minimal for these two latter properties. 
we define the endomorphisms 40’ and $’ over (A U {S})*, where S is a new letter, by 
s H ss 
cp’ : x k-t+ @(x)= fP(X) (XEA), 
and 
s H ss’ 
+’ : X H l+P(X) = gP(x) (XEA). 
The set %? will be the set of all couples (q’“(S), $‘O(S)). It is not difficult to see that 
this set is finite and constructible. 
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Next, let us demonstrate the following lemma: 
Lemma 21. Under the above-mentioned hypotheses, if Fact(x) C Fact(y) and x is not 
ultimately periodic, then for any integer n, there exist letters 4, 
i I[ wi L’,, ’ I,, 1 in B, and 
a,, b, in A such that u,,a,,,v,,a,, E Fact(x), w,,b,, t,,b,, E Fact(y) and 
Proof. Let x=xoxt *.,xp.... Let n be fixed. By Proposition 12, we can ‘tile’ x with 
g”(a), aE A, that is to say 
:jz = q . zp . . ) 3r such that x = a’(g”(z)) and Fact(z) C Fact(y), 
f”(xo) .?(*~I ) fn(X2) “’ 
SYZO) r-- g”(z1) 
gn(z2) ... 
Now, we need two additional definitions. 
Definition 22. A co@guration of order n is a 7-tuple c = (a, b, u,e, z’, w, q) where 
a,bEA, u,v,w~A*, s,q~(O,l} such that 
-f”(a) = ui~vw’f, 
#(b) = ul--i:vwI-V 
/VI > 0. 
Example 23. Here E = q = 0. 
f”(a) 
g”(b) 
1 
I u t’ W 
Definition 24. A configuration c = (a, b, u, E: v, w, 11) has an occurrence at the point (i, j) 
if 
1 f”(x[O, i - l])u”l = la’g”(x[O,j - l])u’-“1, 
xi = a, 
zj = 6. 
Let us go back to the proof of the proposition. There is a finite number of 
possible configurations (with n, f and g fixed), so there exists a configuration 
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c = (a, ,6 6, E, ,T V, s) which has two distinct occurrences (i, j) and (k, t). So, we have 
Pf”(X[i, +oo[) = 6”g”(z[j, +co[), (6) 
h’-‘f”(x[k, +a[) = G’g”(z[/, +oa[). (7) 
Furthermore, since X is not ultimately periodic, the sequences xi,xi+,, . . . 
and xk,xk+t,... cannot be equal, and it is the same for the sequences zj,zj+, , . . . and 
ze,zf+l,.‘. Hence, there exist integers Y and s such that 
and 
Xi+, # Xk+rs 
zj+s # .?+A-, 
which are minimal for these properties: 
# 
Let 7~ = 6’-“f”(x[i, i + Y - 11) = S1-&fn(x[k, k + r - 11) and p = G’g”(z[j,j +s - 11) = 
G”g”(z[d, e + s - 11). 
Since f” and g” have bounded delay 2p - 1, there exist letters [ :] , [ $1 E B, and 
words u, v, w, u’, v’, w’ such that 
f”(x[i + r, i + r + q - 11) = ucv, 
f”(x[k + r, k + r + q - 11) = udw, 
and 
g”(x[j + s,j + s + q - 11) = U’C’V’, 
g”(x[t + s, e + s + q - 11) = u’d’w’, 
-1 ~~~~- -~- 
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Equalities (6) and (7) give 
nUCv7(Xi+r+q > o PU’C’V’Cln(Zj+s+q)> 
~Udwmk+r+q > 0 P’d’W’c7%/+s+q). 
Hence, we deduce that rcu = pu’, c = c’,d = d’ and 
C~fn(Xi+r+q >e MI”(Zj+,+q >> 
dY~(Xk+r+q ) 0 d’w’@i+s+q), 
which can also be written 
,f”(x[i + r,i + r + ql)/qfn(x[k + r,k + r + 41) 
= g”(z[j + s,j + s + ql)/qg”(z[~ + s, f + s + 41). 
So, by Lemma 16 
cp” 
([ 
Now, let 
u, = X[i + r, i + r + q - 11, u, = x[k + Y, k + Y + q - 11, 
w,=z[j+s,j+s 
an = xi+r+q and 
We obtain the formula 
+ 4 - 11, 2, = z[t + s, G + s + q - 11, 
b, = zj+s+q. 
which completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 19 (Conclusion). Since there is a finite number of possibilities in 
the choice of the u,, v,, w,, t,, a, and b, in Lemma 21, there exist an infinite set of 
integers I and letters [f ] , [ y ] E B,, a, b E A such that 
Let 
F:N+B,xA, 
n ++ Prefz (cp” ( 
(8) 
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G:N+B,xA, 
nHPref2 (P ([:]a)), 
With these notations, we can write Eq. (8) as follows: 
V’n ~1, F(n) = G(n). 
Moreover, by definition of F and of 8, we have 
(9) 
V’n E N, F(n + 1) = @F(n)). (10) 
Since B, x A is finite and I is infinite, there exist no and p, with p > 0 such that 
no E I, no + p E I and F(no) = F(~o + p), which implies, by (lo), that F is periodic 
of period p from 110. For symmetric reasons, G too is periodic of period p from ~10 
(notice that Eq. (9) implies G(Q) = E;(Q) = F(na + p) = G(no + p)). 
Since I is infinite, there exists io such that the set 10 = (it E I 1 n - no = io (mod p), 
n 2 no} is infinite. Let ma = min (lo) and let J = {n E N 1 mo + np E lo}. Since la is 
infinite, the set J is infinite too. Let [ :] E B, and c1 E A be such that F(mo) = [tt] 01. 
Then, for any integer n, one has F(mo + np) = [ t ] 01= G(mo + np) (by the periodicity 
of F and G). If, in addition, n E J, 
Likewise, 
Therefore, Eq. (8) allows us to write 
Let cp’ and $’ be the endomorphisms on the alphabet A U {S}, where S is a new letter, 
defined as follows: 
(p’ : 
s H ss (where$‘([r]M)= [t],,), 
x H q+‘(x) = fp(x) (x E A), 
and 
f : 
s H ss’ (whereSY([:]a) = [r]asr) 
x H t,F’(x) = gp(x) (x E A). 
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Then for any n E J, 
cp’“(S) *q”(s) 
since cp’ and $’ are everywhere growing and J is infinite, we obtain that 
cp’“(S) = $‘“‘(S). 
We choose p minimal, as in the definition of %?, because it does not change the infinite 
words cp’“‘(S) and t/P(S). Let us also notice that pa E Fact(y). 
The existence of ,u, v and CI implies Fact(x) C Fact(y). This follows from 
Fact(x) C Fact(cp’“(S)) f’ A* = Fact($‘“(s)) n A” C Fact(y). 
Let us prove the first inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(cp’w(S)) n A”. Let u be a factor of x. 
The morphism f is primitive; then there exists an integer n such that 
uEFact(o( fap(cr))) = Fact(a(cpflP(cr))) C Fact(cp’“(x)) nA*, 
which indeed gives the required inclusion. 
The second inclusion Fact($““(S)) n A* C Fact(y) results from the fact that 
Fact($““(S)) n A* = Fact(o’($“(,ua))) 
C Fact(y) (because pa E Fact(y)). Cl 
5. Case of the binary alphabet 
In this section, we prove that the subword inclusion problem is decidable for any 
pair of morphic words in a binary alphabet. 
Throughout this section, the symbol A will denote the binary alphabet {a,b}. We 
recall that in this paper we consider only nonerasing morphisms. 
First, we give a few preliminary results about the periodicity. The decidability of 
the periodicity has been solved in an effective way by S&bold. 
Theorem 25 (S&bold [12]). Let x be a morphic word generated by a (nonerasing) 
morphism f such that x = f”(a). If x is periodic, then f has one of the jive jbllowing 
forms: 
(i) f(u) = up, p 2 2 and f (b)EA* and then x = a’*. 
(ii) f(a) = abp, f(b) = b4, p,q > 1 and then x = ab”. 
(iii) f(a) = (abP)qa, f(b) = b, p, q 3 1 and then x = ((ab)P)“‘. 
(iv) f(u) = VP, f(b) = vq, p,q > 1, Iv] > 1 and then x = v”. 
(v) f(u) = (ub)Pu, f(b) = (ba)qb, p,q > 1 und then x = (ub)“‘. 
Remark 26. There is actually a sixth case if we assume that the morphism f may be 
erasing. 
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We are going to consider now the nonperiodic words. A finite word u is primitive 
if it is not a power of another word that is if 
u = vn, n31=+-n=l. 
Lemma 27. Let x be a morphic word over the alphabet A generated by a morphism 
f such that x = f W(a) and assume that x is not ultimately periodic. There exist3 
a primitive word u, such that for any integer n, the word un is a factor of x if and 
only if u = b and f has one of the two following forms: 
(i) f(a) E aA*bA*\ab* and f(b) = bP for some p > 2. 
(ii) f(a)EaA*b\ab* and f(b) = b. 
In these cases, for any integer n, the word abn is also a factor of X. 
Proof. Let us assume that such a word u exists. In order that u exists, i.e. in order 
that x is strongly repetitive, the morphism f must not be primitive, i.e. f(a) E aA*bA* 
and f(b) = bP for some p 2 1. 
At first, let us show that necessarily u = b. To this end, let us assume that u is 
different from b. Let ko be an integer such that jfkO(a)j > 31~4. For any integer k 3 ko, 
there exists an integer n such that Iu”I 3 3 max{fk(a), f ‘(b)}. Since un is a factor 
of x, there exist letters xi,. . . ,x,, m 3 3 and integers Y, s such that 
un = Suff,(fk(xl))fk(x2)...fk(x,-,)Pref,(fk(x,)). 
So there exist an integer /k > 1, a suffix nk of u and a prefix wk of u such that 
fk(xz) = vkufkwk. Since u contains the letter a, the letter x2 cannot be equal to b: 
So we have proved that, for any integer k > ko, there exist an integer /k 3 1 and 
suffixes uk of u and prefixes wk of u such that fk(a) = vkuLkwk. 
Since u is primitive, it is easy to see that there exists a suffix v of u such that 
for any k, vk = v. Therefore, f”(a) = vu”, so, since v is prefix of u, x = f@(a) is 
periodic, which is in contradiction with the hypothesis. We have indeed proved that 
u = b. 
It is clear that in the two cases of the lemma, the word ab” is a factor of x for 
any integer n. Conversely, let us assume now that f(a) E uA*a and f(b) = b. Let 
n = ) f (a)] + 1. It is easy to see by induction that for any integer k, the word b” is not 
a factor of fk(a). Indeed, in order that b” is a factor of fk+’ (a), it must be a factor 
of fk(a). 
The two cases mentioned above are indeed the only possible ones. 0 
Most of the following notations and definitions are from [4]. An endomorphism 
f on A* is said to be marked if Prefi( f (a)) # Pref I(f (b)). It is well marked if 
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Pref I( f(a)) = a and Pref i(f(b)) = b. We define the following function cyc, : A* --) 
A* by 
cyc,(l) = 1, 
cyc,(xu) = ux if xEA and UEA*, 
which can also be written cyc,(u) = o(u)Prefl(u). Let cyc, = (cyc>” for n > 1. 
Therefore, for any word u over A, we have 
cyc,(u) = (Pref,(u))-’ . 24. Pref,(u), 
where Y is the remainder of the Euclidean division of n by Iu/. 
It is known that f(ab) = f(ba) if and only if there exist a word u and integers 
p and q such that f(a) = UP and f(b) = uq. In particular, x is therefore periodic. 
Let us assume, now, that f(ab) # f(ba). L e nf the longest common prefix of f(ab) t 
and f (ba). Then the function f’ : A* + A* defined by f’ = cyc,., , o f is a marked 
morphism. It is then obvious that f’2 is a well-marked morphism. This morphism will 
be denoted by A4(f). 
Lemma 28. Let ,f be an endomorphism on A* which generates an injinite word x = 
f’“(a). Then, x is not recurrent if and only if there exist positive integers n and m 
such that 
.f (a) = ab”, f(b) = b”‘. 
In this case, x = ab”‘. 
Proof. If f is primitive, then x has bounded gaps and then it is recurrent. If f(u) E 
aA*aA*, then x is recurrent too. If we are not in one of these above-mentioned two 
cases, then ,f has the form 
.f(a) = ab”, f(b) = b”. 
In this case x = ab” which is clearly not recurrent. 0 
Lemma 29. Let x be a nonultimately periodic morphic word generated by a morphism 
f such that x = f”(a). Let x’ = (M(f))“(a). Then the equality Fact(x) = Fact(x’) 
is satisfied. 
Proof. Since x is not ultimately periodic, x is recurrent (cf. Lemma 28). If x is not 
ultimately periodic, then f(ab) # f(b ) a an we define rcf and M(f) as above. Let d 
.f’ = M(S). 
On the one hand, f(x’) = 71.f f/(x’) = rcfx’. So Fact( f (x’)) C Fact( f/(x’)) = 
Fact(x’), and for any n, Fact(f”(x’)) &Fact(x’). Therefore, we have Fact(x) 
= Fact(f”(a)) C Fact(x’). On the other, f’(x) = cycIX,, o f(x) = ny’x. Since x 
is recurrent, this implies Fact(f’(x)) = Fact( f(x)) = Fact(x). In the same way as 
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above, we can deduce that Fact(x’) = Fact( f’“(a)) G Fact(x). We indeed obtain the 
stated equality. 0 
Lemma 30. Let x and y be two morphic words, respectively, generated by the well- 
marked morphisms f and g on A*. If x is not ultimately periodic and if Fact(x) = 
Fact(y), then for any integer n, 
f”(a) *s”(a), f”(b) *g”(b). 
In addition, for all integers p, n and m, there exist words u, u’, v, v’ E A*, jut = lu’/ = 
n, (VI = Iv’1 = m such that au, bu’ E Fact(x), au, bv’ E Fact(y) and 
fP(bu’) o gP(bv’). 
Proof. We only have to notice that if f is well marked, for any integer q of the form 
4r - 3, then 
‘dn,V i: E B,, 
[ 1 au ‘” bv [ 1 = f”(au), 
where (p = Z’J f ), and so is for g. It remains to use Lemma 21 noticing that the fact 
that f and g are prefixes makes the hypothesis that f and g are everywhere growing 
useless. 0 
Now, we can state the theorem. 
Theorem 31. Let x and y be two morphic words over the alphabet A = {a, b}. Then 
the inclusion Fact(x) c Fact(y) is decidable. 
Proof. First, let us give the algorithm of decidability which we shall use. 
Algorithm 3. At first, we test whether x is ultimately periodic by means of Theorem 
25. 
(i) If x is ultimately periodic, we test whether y is ultimately periodic. 
(4 
@I 
If y is not ultimately periodic, then we have two cases if neither b nor a are 
period of x, then in view of Lemma 27 we cannot have Fact(x) C: Fact(y). If 
b or a is period of x, then in view of Theorem 25, four cases are possible: 
x = bW, x = abw, x = uw or x = baa and we can test by means of Lemma 
27 whether all the factors of x are factors of y. 
Otherwise, if y is ultimately periodic: we can compute the periods and the 
preperiods of x and y by means of Theorem 25 and therefore we can easily 
decide whether Fact(x) C Fact(y). 
(ii) If neither x nor y is ultimately periodic, we describe below how we can decide 
the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y). 
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Decidubility of’case (ii): We consider here two morphic words x and y nonultimately 
periodic. Let f and g be two morphisms generating, respectively, x and y. According 
to Lemma 29, we can assume that f and g are well marked without changing the sets 
Fact(x) and Fact(y). In order to simplify let us assume that x = f’“(a). We have three 
cases. 
g(a) # a: Then g”‘(a) is an infinite word. Let us assume that Fact(x) 2 Fact(y). By 
Lemma 30, for any integer IZ, we have f”(a) *g”(a), which implies f”‘(a)= y”‘(a). 
Conversely, if x = ,f”‘(u) = g”‘(u), one has Fact(x) C Fact(y). We have then to 
test ,f”“(a) = q”‘(u) in order to decide the inclusion. q(u) = a and f(b) # h: Then 
y = g”‘(h). Let us assume that Fact(x) 2 Fact(y). Therefore, by the same reasoning 
as above ,f”“(b) = g”‘(b). Conversely, if f’“(b) = y”‘(h) then, since y = g”‘(b) is 
not ultimately periodic f’“(b) # b”‘, hence f(b) E bA*uA*, which implies that ,f‘ is 
primitive. We can then deduce the inclusion Fact(x) C Fact(y). We then have to test 
,f”‘(/~) = g”‘(b). 
g(u) = a and f(b) = 6. Then y = g”‘(b). 
Let us assume that Fact(x) 2 Fact(y). Since x is not ultimately periodic, there exist 
a positive integer II and a word u such that 
f(a) = u”bu, f (6) = b. 
There exists too a nonnull word u such that 
g(a) = 4 g(b) = bc. 
Then, for any integer p, the word db is a prefix of fP(u). But, according to Lemma 30, 
for all integer p, there exists a word wP of length IZ such that fP(u) o gP(uw,). Since 
g is well marked and g(u) = a, we must have wP = a”-‘b. So, we have 
VP, P’(u) *gP(u”b), 
which implies 
f”‘(u) = g”‘(unb) 
and also 
,f”‘( f(u)) = f(l)(#bu) = g”‘(u”b) = ungO’(b). (11) 
Let u’ be the word such that f (db) = u”bu’. The word u’ is not the null word. Now, 
if we define the two morphisms cp and $ on A U {S}, where S is a new letter, by 
s H su’ 
cp :a++.l-(a) 
b H f(b), 
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and 
s t-+ sv 
Y : u H g(a) 
b ++ g(b). 
Then for any integer p, we have 
@(S) = S . (a”b)-‘fP(a”b), 
tjP(S) = S . (b)-‘gP(b). 
Then, Eq. (11) implies 
(PYS) = VW. 
Conversely, we can always define q and $ as above. Let us assume that @(S) = 
$“(S). Since, by hypothesis, x is not ultimately periodic, it is recurrent (cf. Lemma 28). 
It is not difficult to see that we indeed have the inclusion 
Fact(x) C Fact(@‘(S)) f’A* = Fact(ll/“(S)) nA* C Fact(y). 0 
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